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Abstract

In this paper, we study affine bundles. These are surjective affine maps. In particular, we

classify affinely locally trivial affine bundles.
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Introduction.

An affine bundle is a surjective affine map between affine manifolds. When the source space

M, of an affine bundle is compact, it becomes a locally trivial differentiable bundle by a well-

known Ehresmann theorem (see [God] theorem 2.11 p.16). Let B and F be respectively the base

and fiber space of the affine bundle with compact total space. If moreover the second homotopy

group of B is trivial, then by the Serre bundle theorem, one deduces that the first homotopy

group 7Ta (M) of M is an extension of -K\ (B) by -K\ (F). In particular this happens when (B, VB)

is geodesically complete.

Auslander has conjectured that the fundamental group of a compact geodesically complete

affine manifold is polycyclic. The existence of a non trivial affine map, on a finite galoisian

cover of a n—compact and complete affine manifold (n > 2) endowed with a complete structure,

imply the Auslander conjecture [T3]. The classification of affine bundles whose total spaces

are compact and complete will conjecturally allow us to know all compact and complete affine

manifolds, up to a finite cover, as we know the 2—closed and complete affine manifolds.

The main goal of this paper is to study affine bundles. We restrict our work to those which

are affinely locally trivial (see section 2 for the definition of affinely locally trivial affine bundles).

Given two compact affine manifolds (B, Vjg) and (F, V F ) , we classify all affinely locally trivial

affine bundles with fiber (F, V F ) and basis (B, V#), up to affine bundle isomorphisms.

Let TTI(F) and TTI(J?) be two groups. Write Mm+l = Mm © Ml. We denote by Aff{Mm, Rl)

the group of affine maps of JRm+l which preserve Ml.

An algebra problem related to this classification problem is the following:

Given two representations TTI(F) -J- Aff{Ml), and of -K\{B) -> Aff(Mm), classify all com-

mutative diagrams:

> 7Ti(.B) - + 1

l-> Aff(Rl) -> Aff(Mm,lRl) -*Aff(]Rm) -> 1'
where the first line is an exact sequence.

There are many ways to solve the classification problem.

Let us consider an affinely locally trivial affine bundle with base (B, V#) and typical fiber

(JF, V F ) . We denote by Tp the group of translations of (F, V F ) (see section 4). The affine bundle

/ gives rise to representations Try : ir\{B) —>• Aff(F,Vp)fTp, n'f : rc\{B) -> Gl(Tp), and to a

flat bundle Tp, with typical fiber Tp over B associated to 7T/. We denote by T'F the sheaf of

affine sections of Tp.

One classification uses Hochschild cohomology classes for a representation of ni(B), while

the other uses Cech cohomological classes via gerbe theory.

In fact it seems to us that the second classification fits best to our problem. Inspired by

the philosophy of groupoid sheaves, we canonically associate to any representation ix: TT-[(B) —>



Aff(F, VP)/TF, a gerbe with lien TF which describes the gluing problem related to the existence

of affinely locally trivial affine bundles associated to it. The 2—cocycle described in Giraud's

classification theorem of the associated gerbe, is given by an element of H2(B,T'F). This class is

the obstruction to the existence of affinely locally trivial affine bundles associated to it. When it

vanishes, each element of H1(B,T'F) defines an affinely locally trivial affine bundle. In this case

the classification of the affinely locally trivial affine bundles is given by the orbits of elements of

Hl(B,TF) under a gauge group.

More generally, even when they are compact and diffeomorphic, two fibers can inherit non

isomorphic affine structures from the total space. We give various conditions under which they

are isomorphic.

This is the plan of our paper:

0. Introduction.

1. Background.

2. Generality.

3. When are the fibers isomorphic.

4. The first classification of affinely locally trivial affine bundles.

5. The second classification.

6. Appendix

1. Background.

An n— connected affine manifold (M,V#), is an n— connected differentiate manifold en-

dowed with a connection V M , whose curvature and torsion forms vanish identically. The con-

nection VM defines on M an atlas (affine) whose transition functions are locally affine transfor-

mations of Mn.

Let (M, V M ) and (iV, VJV) be two affine manifolds respectively associated to the affine atlas,

(Ui,4>i) and (U'j,<j)'j). An affine map between (M,VM) and (JV, VAT) is a differentiate map / :

M -> N such that <t>'.\u{of\Ui°rf'i'1 \<t>i(Ui) 1S a n affine map. We denote by App((M, VM)> (N, VAT))

the set of affine maps between (M, VM) and (N, Vjv), and by Aff(M, V M ) the space of affine

automorphisms of (M, V^) .

The affine structure of M pulls back to its universal cover M, and defines on it an affine

structure (M, V^) , for which the universal cover map PM '• M —> M is an affine map. The affine

structure of (M, VM) is defined by a local diffeomorphism DM : M —> Mn called the developing

map.

The developing map gives rise to a representation AM '• Aff(M, VM) —>• Aff(Mn) which

makes the following diagram commute

(M,VM) -^
iDM



where g is an element of Aff(M, V^) . The restriction of AM to the fundamental group TTI (M)

of M, is the holonomy representation AM- The linear part L(/JM) of h.M, is the linear holonomy

of (M, VM)- It is in fact the holonomy of the connection V ^ in the classical sense.

Definitions 1.1.

- The affine manifold (M, VM) is complete, if and only if the developing map is a diffeomor-

phism. This is equivalent to saying that the connection VM is geodesically complete.

- The affine manifold (M, VM) is unimodular, if its linear holonomy lies in Sl(n, M). Markus

has conjectured that a compact affine manifold is complete if and only if it is unimodular.

- Let / and g be two affine bundles with the same base space (B, V#), and respectively total

spaces (M, V M ) , and (N, VAT). An affine isomorphism between / and g, is an affine isomorphism

between (M, V M ) and (iV, V;v) which sends a fiber of / onto a fiber of g, and gives rise to an

automorphism of (B, V#).

- An n—affine manifold is radiant if and only if its holonomy fixes an element of Rn.

2. Generalities.

This paragraph is devoted to some basic properties of affine bundles. In the sequel, we will

suppose that all the fibers of a given affine bundle are diffeomorphic to each other.

Let / : (M,VM) -> ( M ' , V M ' ) be an affine map, the map / pulls back to a map / :

(M, V^) -> (M1, Vj^,) which makes the following diagram commute:

iPM 4- VM'

Proposition 2.1. [T3]. Let (M,VM) be the domain of an affine map. Suppose that M

is compact. We denote by dfx, the differential df of f, at x. Then the distribution Df of M

defined by

Dfx = {ve TxM/dfx{v) = 0}

defines on M an affine bundle whose fibers are the leaves of the foliation defined by Df.

Sketch of proof.

As M is compact, the space of fibers is a differentiable manifold, say B. The transverse

affine structure of the foliation Df, pushes forward to B and defines on it an affine connection

V B , which makes the projection (M,^M) —> (J5, V B ) an affine map.

This proposition implies that an affine bundle with compact total space gives rise to a locally

trivial differentiable bundle by a well-known Ehresmann result [God]. Denote by F the typical

fiber. Applying the Serre bundle sequence to this bundle, we obtain the following short exact

sequence:

TT2{B) -



If we suppose that ^(B) = 1, then we obtain that Ki(M) is an extension of ni(B) by ni(F). In

particular this happens when (M, VM) is complete. Remark that if (M, VM) is complete, then

the fibers and the base of the induced bundle are also complete.

Auslander has conjectured that the fundamental group of a compact and complete affine

manifold is polycyclic. In [T3], we have conjectured that we can change the complete affine

structure of a galoisian finite cover of a n-compact, (n > 2) and complete affine manifold to

another complete one, so that it becomes the domain of a non trivial affine map. Non trivial

means that the distribution Df is neither 0, nor the whole space. This conjecture implies the

Auslander conjecture (see [T3]). As mentioned in the introduction, the classification of affine

compact bundles will conjecturally allow us to know all compact and complete affine manifolds

up to a finite cover.

In fact, there are examples of affine manifolds, which are total spaces of more than one non

isomorphic affine bundle. The following is an example of this situation in dimension 3.

Let C = {e\,e2,ez) be a basis of Ft3. Consider the subgroup F of Aff(Ft3), generated by

/ i , /2 and /3, whose expressions in C are:

fi(x,y,z) - (x + l,y,z)

The quotient of M3 by F is a compact affine manifold, M3. The projections p2{x,y,z) = y,

and pz{x, y, z) — z, define projections of M3 over the circle endowed with its canonical complete

structure. The bundles defined by those projections are not isomorphic. If they were isomorphic,

there would exist an element of Aff(]R?) of the form (x,y,z) —> (ax + 6, /(y, z) + d(x)) where

/ is an element of Aff(M2), and d a linear map M -» M2 which conjugates the map (x, y, z) —>

(x + l,y,z) to the map (x,y,z) —> (x + l,y + z,z). This is evidently impossible. (For each

bundle, we have adapted the expression of F in a basis (e[, e'2, e'3) such that the vector subspace

Me't pulls forward on the base of each fibration).

Definition 2.2.

Let / : (M, VM) -> [B, VB) be an affine bundle, We will say that the bundle / is an affinely

locally trivial affine bundle, if and only if there exists an affine manifold (F, VF) such that each

element a; of B, is contained in an open set Ux, such that there exists an affine isomorphism

and the restriction of the projection on f~l(Ux) is the first projection Ux x (F, V F ) —*• Ux via

this isomorphism.

When the total space is compact, the last definition is equivalent to saying that one can build

the Cech cocycle which defines the locally trivial differentiate structure of the affine bundle by

affine maps.



In the previous examples the bundle defined by pz is affinely locally trivial, but not the one

defined by p2-

Let / : (M, V M ) —> (M', VM') be an affine map, where M and M' are respectively an n and

an nf—manifold. The map / pulls back to a map / : (M,VM) -» (M',VM,). There exists an

affine map / ' : Mn -> lRn which makes the following diagram commute:

I DM I DM1 •
in ——r In

Let (M, VM) be the total space of an affine bundle / . The foliation Tf defined by the leaves

of / , pulls back to a foliation T$ on M, which is the pull-back of a foliation DM^}) of Mn,

by parallel I—affine subspaces, Here n and / are the dimensions of M and of the fibers of the

bundle.

Write JRn = iRm © H1, where m is the dimension of the base of the bundle.

For every element 7 of TTI(M), we have:

hM{l){%->y) = {Ay(x) + a7, B7(y) + C7(x) + d7)

as D^i^f) is stable under the holonomy.

An element 7 of TTI(M) which preserves a fiber of / , preserves all the other fibers as the

foliation Tf does not have holonomy. We obtain that

hM{j)[x,y) — (x,B7(y) + C7{x) +d7).

In fact we obtain a representation ix\(F) ->• Aff(Ml) for each x G Rm.

We deduce that, as they have been supposed to be diffeomorphic, all the fibers have the

same linear holonomy.

The map

7 —> C7(x) + d7

is a 1-cocycle with respect to the linear holonomy. It defines the map

X -> [Cyfa) + <ly]

where H*(iri(F),Ml) is the * cohomology group, with respect to the linear holonomy of the

fibers. The cohomology class r(x) is often called the radiance obstruction of the affine holonomy

of the fiber over pe{x).



If the fibers are compact and complete, the image of r is contained in the algebraic subvariety

L, of H1{-KI(F),Ml) denned by

L = {ce H1(n1{F),Rl)/Alc £ 0}.

See [F-G-H2] theorem 2.2.

The fact that / is an affinely locally trivial affine bundle, is equivalent to the fact that the

map r is a constant map when the total space is complete.

3. When are the fibers isomorphic.

In this paragraph, we describe conditions to make the fibers of an affine bundle to be affinely

isomorphic.

There are examples of compact affine manifolds which have the same holonomy, but which

are not isomorphic. Such structures can be found in [Be]. It follows from the deformation

theorem proved in [Gl], that these structures are not close to each other. Or if the fibers of an

affine bundle are diffeomorphic to the manifold F, the bundle structure gives rise to a continuous

deformation of the affine structure of a fiber by the base. But one can find an example of an

affine bundle whose fibers are compact and diffeomorphic, but not isomorphic as affine manifolds.

So continuous deformations with fixed linear holonomy, can give rise to non isomorphic affine

structures.

Here is one such example inspired by [F-G-H2] p. 510 — 511.

Let s be a real number, consider the subgroup G's, of Aff(JR^), such that each of its elements

has the form

9u,v,t,s(
x> V>z) = (e2tx + uz,y + st + vz, elz),

where t,u,v € M. The group G's preserves the half-space H of JRZ defined by z > 0. It contains

a cocompact discrete group Gs. The quotient of H by Gs is a compact affine manifold Ms. Let

s be a real number different from 0, Ms is not a radiant manifold, but Mo is. So the affine

manifolds Ms and Mo are not isomorphic (see [F-G-H2]). We can suppose that Gs is the image

of Go by the map gs : G'o -» G's, gu,v,tfi -> 9u,v,t,s- Let's consider now the 4 - affine manifold M,

which is the quotient of M x H by the action of Go defined by gu,v,t,o(s,y) = (s,gs{gu,v,t,o)(y))i

the projection JR x H —> 2R, gives rise to a projection of M on M, we obtain an affine bundle

over Ft, whose fibers are not isomorphic each other.

Question. Are the fibers of an affine bundle isomorphic if its total space is compact ?

The following theorem was inspired by the last question:

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the total space of an affine bundle is an n—compact and com-

plete affine manifold, and moreover the fundamental group of the fibers are nilpotent. Then all

the fibers are isomorphic to each other.



Proof.

As the total space of the affine bundle is supposed to be compact and complete, the Zariski

closure in Aff(Mn) of its holonomy acts transitively on Mn. (See [G-H2]). Let x be an element

of jRm, 7 an element of -rci(B), and 7 an element of -K\{M) above 7. The conjugation by 7

induces an automorphism $ ,̂ of ni(F), because as ni(B) = 1, TVI(F) is normal in v\(M). For

every y € Mm, the restriction of ni(F) to y x Ml, is conjugate to its restriction to x x Ml by a

polynomial automorphism say P ^ , (see [F-G-H2] theorem 7.1, proposition 8.3) which induces

$^ on TTI(F). The coefficients of the automorphism PyXy are polynomial functions of y because

n\{F) is nilpotent (see [F-G-H2]). P^Xy(x) can be chosen affine. To do this, one may replace

by P*txyP~x\<x)l• This implies that the coefficients of the monomes greater than two of

vanish at 7(3:). They also vanish at P^Xg(x) where g is an element of Z(-y) the Zariski's

closure of the group generated by 7 in Aff(Mn). As these coefficients are polynomial functions

in y, one deduces that fibers over elements of f(pM{Z(j)x)) are isomorphic to the fiber over x.

The fundamental group iri(B) of B is generated by a finite set say 71,...,7p since B is compact.

The group Z generated by Z(TTI(F)JI), Z(TTI(F)^2), —•, Z(TTI(F)%) is Zariski closed (see [Bo] p.

190). Repeating the previous argument, one deduces that fibers over f(j>M(Zx)) are isomorphic

to each other. This implies that all the fibers are isomorphic, since the Zariski closure of the

holonomy of (M, VM) is contained in Z, and acts transitively on Mn since M is compact.

Given an element 7 of ni(B), and an element x € JRm, the restriction of the affine holonomy

representation of TTI(F) to xxM1 and (^B(7))(#)) xMl are conjugated by an element of Aff(JRl),

since they define the same affine structure (we choose x 6 DB{B)). This leads to define a gauge

group for the linear representation L{hp).

Consider the subgroup G of automorphisms of it\ (F) such that for every element g of G,

there is a linear map Bg such that

L{hF){g{l)) = Bg o L(hF)(j) o B-\

The group which elements are Bg will be called the gauge group of L(hp).

We associate to every Bg G G the following family of linear maps of HP(TTI (F), Ml): for each

c € HP(iri(F),JRl) we define B*c by

Two complete affine structures Vi and V2 on F, with same linear holonomy L(hp), and holon-

omy h\ and h^, are isomorphic if and only if there is an element Bg of the gauge group such

that B*c\ = C2, where c\ and C2 are respectively the radiance obstruction of h\ and hi-



4. Affinely locally trivial affine bundles.

In this section, we give the first classification of aifinely locally trivial affine bundles. We

restrict our study to those with compact and complete total space.

Recall that, an affine bundle with complete total space is said to be an affinely locally trivial

affine bundle, if and only if the pull-back of the bundle to the universal cover of the base is a

trivial affine bundle.

In the sequel, ( M , V M ) will be the compact and complete total space of an affinely locally

trivial affine bundle, with base space (B, VB) and typical fiber (F, VF).

The following proposition emphasizes the importance of the category of affinely locally trivial

affine bundles.

Proposition 4.1. Let f be an affine bundle whose total space is a complete affine n—manifold.

If we suppose that the fibers are 2—tori and moreover their linear holonomy is the linear holon-

omy of a complete structure of the 2~torus distinct from the flat Riemmannian one, then f is

an affinely locally trivial affine bundle.

Proof. Write Mn = Mm © M2. The holonomy of the fibers is generated by two elements, say

7i and 72. We may suppose

li(z,x,y) - {z,x + ay + ai(z),y + (3i(z))

j2{z,x,y) = {z,x + a2{z),y + j32{z)).

Where z and {x,y) are respectively elements of Mm and JR2, cti,a2,Pi,P2 are affine forms on

Mm, a is a real different from 0.

As 71 and 72 commute, one has

71 ol2(z,x,y) = (z,x + a2(z)+a(y + 02{z))

x,y) = (z,x + ay + cti(z) + a2{z),y + (3i(z)

One deduces that a.2{z) + afciz) + <xi{z) = d\{z) + a2(z). This implies that /32{z) = 0. As

the action of 72 on Mn is free, one deduces that a2 is a constant 02- Also, 0i can't vanish on

an element say ZQ, as the fiber over the projection of z$ on the basis is compact. One deduces

that Pi is a constant b\.

Conjugate now the action of the holonomy by (f>(z,x,y) = (z,x,y — \a.\{z)).

One has

<jrl{z,x,y) = {z,x,y + -ai(z)).
a

4>~l ° 72 ° <t> = 72

9



Let's go back to the classification problem.

Recall that TTI(F) is a normal subgroup of TTI(M). Let 7 and 71 be respectively two elements

of 71"! (F) and TTI(M). We can write

and

hM(71 )(s. y) - (^71 («) + a7J, J571 (y) + C7l (x) + d7l),

where .A7l is an automorphism of JRm, i?7 and 5 7 l are automorphisms of Ml, C7l : iR

is a linear map, o7l is an element of Mm and rf7, d7l are elements of iRJ.

One has

Using the fact that hM{^\{F)) is a normal subgroup of hM{^\{M)), one obtains

(x, J B " 1 ^ ^ (1/) + B - 1 S 7 O n (ar) + S " 1 ^ ^ ) + B" 1 (d7) - B~lC^ (x) - B^d^))'

This implies that

we deduce that C7l(x) G ̂ ( T T ^ F ) , JR'). The linear space Applin{Mm, #°(TTI(F), M1)) of linear

maps Rm -> ^ ( T T I C F ) , ^ ) has a left TTI(5)-module structure denned by

and a right 7Ti (5)—module structure denned by

where 71 is an element of TTI(M) over an element j[ of T

We denote by TF the connected component of the group of afEne maps of (F,X?F), which

pull-back on translations of iR*. The linear map of H°(ni(F),Ml) denned by

induces a linear map of Tp. This induces a iri(B) left structure on Applin(Mm,TF)- The

right structure of ni(B) on Applin(Mm,H°('n:i(F),M1)) also induces a right TTI(JB) structure

10



on Applin(Mm,TF). Let Eit\{B) be the group algebra of the group TV\{B). The vector space

Applin(lRm ,TF) is endowed with a ETTI(B) Hochschild module structure.

Let's consider the map

C : 7ri(B) -J- Applin(lRm,TF)

where pf(C7l(a;)) is the map of Tp induced by Clx(x). It is easy to verify that the map C is

well-defined.

Let 72 be another element of TTI (M), then

Let 7J and 72 be respectively the two elements of TTI(B) which pull forward 71 and 72.

One has

C'H o 72) = PF(B71C72 + C^A12).

One deduces that C gives rise to a 1 — Eiti(B) Hochschild cocycle defined by the precedent

actions. We denote by [C] its cohomology class.

Also we remark that the map

Cj : TTiiB) x TTICB) -*• Applin(Rm,TF)

(71,72) -> P F ( C 7 I A 7 2 - C71)

is a two group cocycle for the left action of ir\ (B).

As the total space has been supposed to be complete, it is easy to prove that if [C] = 0, then

the affine bundle is isomorphic to an affine flat bundle, that is an affine bundle for which C = 0.

The class of [C] doesn't characterise completely the structure of the affine bundle. One needs

also to know more about the action of TT\(B) on Tp. In fact for each 7J in TT\{B), the map

(x,y) -> (x,Byi(y) + dyi)

normalizes hM{^\{F)). So it defines an element g{^[) of Aff(F,VF). For each 7̂  and 72 in

7ri(I?), one has

For such a map g, we will say that it is compatible with the TTI(B) action on Tp.

Let Aff(F,VF)/TF be the quotient of Aff(F,VF) by TF, g(j[) defines an element

of Aff(F, S7F)/Tp. The map 7J —> 5(71) is a representation.

11



On the other hand, if we have a representation g : ffi(B) -> Aff(F,Vp)/Tp, it obviously

defines a left action of iri(B) on TF- This action together with the right action of ni(B) above,

endows Applin(]Rm,Tp) with a Eiri(B) bimodule structure. To define an affine bundle from

this fact, one needs to have a map g : K\{B) —> Aff(F,Vp) over g, and a 1 — ETTI(B) cocycle

C which satisfies (1).

Now let's state our classification theorem.

Let (F, V F ) and (B, V B ) be two compact and complete affine manifolds, f\ and /2 be two

affinely locally trivial affine bundles with typical fiber (F, Vj?) and basis (B, VB)- TO / I and /2,

one can canonically associate as above two representations g~i,g~2 '• KI{B) —» Aff(F,VF)/TF,

two one cocycles Ci,C2, two maps <?i,<?2 : K\{B) -> Aff(F,Vp) which satisfy (1). Then one

has

Theorem 4.2. Let f\,fe be two isomorphic affinely locally trivial affine bundles with compact

and complete total spaces, then there exists an automorphism of (B,VB) which pulls back on

JRm x (F, VF) to an affine automorphism which preserves fibers of f\ = Mm x (F, VF), conjugates

gi into gi, and transforms [C\] into [C2].

Conversely, if there exists an affine automorphism of (B, V B ) which pulls back to an auto-

morphism of fi which preserves its fibers, conjugates g~\ in §2 and sends [C\] in [C2], then there

exists a 1 —cocycle c € H1(TTI(B),TF) such that the affine bundle defined by g~i,Ci and g\c is

isomorphic to f%.

Proof. Let / 1 , and fi be two isomorphic affinely locally trivial affine bundles with respective

total spaces (Mi, Vi) and (M2, V2)- There exists an automorphism k of the total space of f\

which respects its fibers, such that the restriction of AM{^) to Mm normalizes /IB(TTI(S)). AM(,k)

conjugates /iMi in HM2- Here k is an element of Aff(Mn) over k. Set

AM(k)(x, y) = (A(x) + a, B(y) + C(x) + d).

Let z be an element of Mm, the automorphism AM{kz) : (x, y) —> (x, B(y) + C(z) +d) normalizes

the holonomy of (F, V F ) . SO it defines an element of Aff(F, VF)/TF (which doesn't depend of

z) which conjugates g~\ in 32 and transforms [Ci] in [C2].

Conversely, suppose that the representations g~\ and §2 are conjugated by an automorphism

g of Mm x Aff(F, V F ) , which preserves the fibers of Mm x (F, V F ) such that its restriction to

Mm normalizes TTI(.B), and transforms [Ci] in [C2].

By conjugating g\ by g, we obtain a map g[ : it\{B) ->• Aff(F,Vp), such that for every

element 7 G KI{B), one has ^(7) = E(x)g2{'j)- Where the map E : JRm -> Tp is an affine

map. As [Ci] is transformed in [C2] by g, we can up to a conjugation by a linear map (x,y) —>

(x,y + C(x)) suppose that E is a constant map. In fact E is a ni(B) left 1-cocycle.

We will relate our Hochschild cocycles to group cocycles.

12



The representation Bn : iri(B) -> Gl(Tp) gives rise to a fiat bundle BH° over B. There

exists on the space £l(B,Tp) of differentiate forms from B to BH°, a derivation d\ associated

to the flat structure of BH°. The space PBH° of 1 - d\ parallel forms is a locally constant

sheaf over B. The bundle PBH° is the quotient of JRm x Applin(JRm,TF) by the action defined

by (a;, D) -> (-y(x),ByDA~1). There exists on £l(B, PBH°) a derivation di associated to its flat

structure. We denote by B' the representation defined by

There is an isomorphism between the vector space of 1— B' group cocycles and the vector space

of previous EITI(B) 1—Hochschild cocycles, denned by the map which assigns to a 1-Hochschild

cocycle C the 1—group cocycle C such that

As Mm is contractible, there is a one to one correspondance between the previous group of

cohomology classes and the 1—De Rham cohomology classes of PBH°.

We can associate to such a De Rham cohomology class, a 2-left cohomology element of

H2(TT-[(B),TF) as follows. Consider a cocycle h which defines a De Rham cohomology class.

The map

ti : (x,u,v) —>hx(u)(v),

where x is an element of B, u, and v are elements of the tangent space of x. The antisymmetri-

ation of h\ gives rise to an element of H2(-K\(B),TF).

5. Using gerbe theory to classify affinely locally trivial affine bundle.

In this part, we suppose only that the total space (M, VM) of the affine bundle is compact.

In the previous section we have given a classification of affinely locally trivial affine bundles

with compact and complete total spaces built "by hand". In this section, we will show how we

can fit this theory in a more general one, i.e. the theory of gerbe. Our treatment is inspired by

the one of [Bry].

Recall the following problem stated in [Bry]. Let

1 -» A -» G -» H -»• 1

be an exact sequence of groups, where A is commutative. Given an H—bundle over the manifold

X, we want to classify all the bundles over X, with structural group G, which are lifts of the

previous bundle.

Our problem is quite similar: We have seen that an affinely locally trivial affine bundle /

gives rise to a representation TTJ : iri{B) -*• Aff{F,'S7p)/Tp. We denote by TT'J the flat bundle

induced by 7iy. Given such a representation n : TTI(B) —> Aff(F,VF)/TF with associated
1) V F ) / T F bundle IT', we want to classify all affinely locally trivial affine bundles associated.
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To make our theory fit in gerbe theory with the band T'F, the sheaf of affine section of 2>,

we will consider first, the classification of affine bundles up to T'F isomorphisms.

Now let's recall some general facts of sheaf of groupoids and descent theory. Our exposition

follows the treatment of [Bry]. The general philosophy is to express gluing conditions in terms

of covering maps. We remark that if a manifold is an affine manifold, so are its covers, the

category of affine manifolds is stable under affine fiber product.

For every locally isomorphic affine map g : (Y, Vy) —> (B, Vg), we can pull-back the affinely

locally trivial affine bundle TT' over (B, V_g) in a bundle iTy over (Y, Vy). The total space of the

pull-back is Q = ix' x# (Y,VY) and the fiber map the canonical projection.

Consider Y XQY with the two canonical projections pi,P2 • Y xB Y —> Y. We denote by

p?Q i = {1,2} the pull-back of Q by pi. There is a natural isomorphism 4> : p\Q —»• p%Q'• This

isomorphism satisfies the following cocycle condition

(2) Pn(<f>)=Ph(<i>)°P*i2(4>),

an equality of morphisms p\Q —> p\Q of affine bundles over Y xB Y XBY, where pi, P2 and

P3 are the canonical projections on the three factors, and P12, P13 and P23 are the canonical

projections oiY XBY XQY over Y xBY.

Conversely, given an affine bundle Q ->• Y which satisfies the condition (2), we recover an

affine bundle over (J5, V B ) .

In fact one obtains:

Proposition 5.1. Let g : (Y,\7y) —¥ ( J 5 , V B ) be a local isomorphism of affine manifolds.

The pull-back functor g* induces an equivalence of categories between the category of flat affine

bundles over (B,VB) and the category of flat affine bundle bundles over (Y,VY) equipped with

a descent isomorphism <$>: p\Q —> P2Q satisfying the cocycle condition (2).

The general definition of torsor adapted to this case is:

Definition 5.2. A T'F torsor, will be a sheaf H on (B,VB), together with a T'F action such

that every point of B has a neighborhood U with the property that for every V C U open, the

space H(V) is an affine principal bundle with structural group T'F\V.

The isomorphism classes of T'F torsors are given by Hl{B,T'F), where H*(B,T'F) is the *

cohomology group of T'F related to the usual Cech cohomology.

As the sheaf T'F is a locally constant sheaf, the notion of T'F torsor in our case is similar to

a notion of affine T'F bundle over (B, Vs ) .

We can associate to a representation vr : -K\{B) —> Aff(F,VF)/TF, the following sheaf of

groupoids, B^. To every local affine isomorphism (Y, Vy) —> (B, V#), we associate the category
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Yv, whose objects are affinely locally trivial affine bundles over (Y, Vy) with typical fiber (F,

associated to ?ry. The (auto)morphisms are T'F —automorphisms.

It is easy to show that the following properties are satisfied:

(i) For every diagram (Z, Vz)-^-»(Y, Vy)—>(B, V#) of local affine isomorphisms, there is a

functor g~y : Y^ —> Zn;

(ii) For every diagram (W, Vw)—>[Z, Vz)—>{Y, Vy)—>(B, V#) there is an invertible nat-

ural transformation 9g^ '• k~lg~x —> (gk)*1.

This makes our category a presheaf category. Moreover properties a la (2) are satisfied to

ensure that some kind of Haefliger 1—cocycles is satisfied, in order to make our presheaf of

category a sheaf of category.

One can more usually define a sheaf of category. It is a map C on the family of open subsets

oiB

U —•+ C(U)

which assigns to any open subset U of B a category C(U).

For every open subset V C U, there is a composition of morphisms from C(U) to C(V).

When U = V, this composition is just the compostion of morphisms. This defines the presheaf

of category. Moreover a descent condition is needed to make the presheaf a sheaf.

In fact, our sheaf of category is a gerbe with band TF. It means that the following properties

are satisfied

(Gl) Given any object of Yw, the sheaf of local automorphisms of this object is a sheaf of

groups which is locally isomorphic to T'F.

(G2) Given two objects Qi and Q2 of YV) there exists a local isomorphism surjective map

g : Z —> Y such that g~lQ\ and g~lQ2 are locally isomorphic.

(G3) There is a local isomorphism surjective affine map Y —>• X such that the category Yw

is not empty.

One say that our sheaf of category is a gerbe with band or lien T'F.

Remark.

To ensure the axiom (G3) to be satisfied, one may show an affinely local trivial affine bundle

with typical fiber (F, Vp), over B. This bundle is just the trivial one.

Let's now state the first classification theorem which is an adaptation of the Giraud classifi-

cation theorem.

Theorem 5.3. The set of equivalence classes of the gerbes is in one to one correspondence

with H2(B,TF).

Proof.

Let's consider a cover (C^)^/ of B by open 1-connected affine charts. The T'F—automorphisms

of an object Pi of C(J7j), is isomorphic to the restriction of T'F to Ui.
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There is a T'F—isomorphism

in the category C(Uij). We define a section hijk of T'F by,

^ Aut{Pk) ^ TF.

In fact h = {hijk) is a TF-valued Cech 2-cocycle. The corresponding class in H2(B,T'F) is

independent of all the choices. We will show that this correspondence defines an isomorphism

between the group of equivalence classes, and the set of isomorphic gerbes with band T'F.

To show the injectivity of this map, one remarks that if the cohomology class defined by h

is trivial, then one can modify the isomorphisms u^ such that Uik = UijUjk- We then obtain an

affine T'F torsor over (B, V#) which represents a trivial gerbe.

To prove the surjectivity, we construct a gerbe associated to a 2-Cech cocycle h = (hijk)

with values in TF. It is sufficient to find a family of elements u^ of T'F—automorphisms of Uij

such that the condition u~k
lUijUjk = h^k is satisfied.

This is our classification theorem for affinely locally trivial affine bundles, up to TF—isomorphisms.

Theorem 5.4. Let -n : ni(B) -> A//(.F, VF ) /TF be a representation. Then there are affine

bundles over -K' , if and only if its associated gerbe is trivial. In this case the TF—isomorphism

classes of affine bundles are given by Hl(B,T'F).

Proof.

If there exists an affine bundle associated to the representation it, the boundary of the cocycle

which defines the fibration represents the associated gerbe, so this gerbe is trivial.

On the other hand, the 2—cocycle associated can be described as follows:

Consider a trivialisation of the flat bundle TT', associated to n.

For every i,j such that Ui D Uj ̂  0, we have

Ui n Uj x Aff(F, VF)/TF —> Ui n U5 x Aff(F, VF)/7>

(x,y) —> (x,g'ij{y)).

We denote by gij(x), an element of Aff(F, Vp) over g[j which depends affinely on x. We set

hijk - 9ik9ij9jk-

We have seen that if the cocycle is trivial, one can find a family of maps Wy : Ui D Uj -> TF

such that

(9ik + Wik) = (9ij + Wij)(9jk + wjk).

Consider the family of maps

<t>ij -.UiHUjX (F, VF) —* Ui n Uj x (F, VF)
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{x,y) —> (x,

We have

One sees that the Cech cocycle condition is verified.

For every other 1-cocycle (%), one gets an affine bundle by setting

ft, -.UiHUjX (F, VF) -^UiH U5 x (F, VF)

(x,y) —v (x, (gi + (wij + Vij){x)){y)).

Two different cocycles used to define affinely locally trivial affine bundles can define isomor-

phic affine bundles.

Let fi and f^ be two isomorphic affinely locally trivial affine bundles whose total spaces are

n—compact, and which induce the same sheaf Tp. There is an affine transformation g of/i which

preserves the foliation Tfx (where Tfx is the pull-back of the the foliation induced by f\) and

conjugates the Deck transformations which defines the total space of / i , in those which define

the one of fo- As both bundles induce TF, their induced representions TTJ (B) -)• Aff(F, VF)/TF

coincide. The cohomology class defined by f\ is changed in the class defined by ji by g, one has

Proposition 5.5. The isomorphim classes of affine bundles are given by the quotient of

Hl{B,T'F) by the action of a gauge group. This group is the group of affine automorphism of fi

which preserve its fibers, are pulls back of automorphisms of (B, V#) and give rise to the same

bundle TT' .

6. Appendix.

In the first part of our paper, we have classified affinely locally trivial affine bundles. In the

following appendix, we consider the more general situation, when the total space is supposed to

be only compact and complete.

Given an affine bundle with compact and complete total space say (M, VM) and base space

(B, V.B), we have seen that the fibers inherit affine structures from the total space which are

not necessarily isomorphic, but which have the same linear holonomy. Let 7 be an element of

TT1(M), set Rn = JRm © JRl where n, m, and I are respectively the dimension of M, B and the

typical fiber F. We have:

hM(i){x,y) = {A^{x) + a^,B^(y) + C7(s) + &,),

where A-y and B^ are respectively affine automorphisms of JRm and Ml, a7 and cf7 are respectively

elements of Mm and Ml, and C : Mm -*• Ml is a linear map.

If 7 lies in Tti(F), then Ay = IjRm and a7 = 0.
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The map x —*• C7(x) + d7 defines a map r : Mm —>• Jf1(7ri(F),if?'), which image lies in the

subspace defined by {c € H1(ni(F),Ml)/Alc ^ 0} since the fibers are compact and complete.

Now consider an m-affine manifold (J5, V B ) compact and complete, a compact /-manifold

F and a representation L(hp) : 7Ti(i?) —> Gl(l,IR) which is the linear holonomy of a complete

afrme structure of F. We want to classify all affine bundles with complete total space with base

(B, V B ) and whose fibers are diffeomorphic to F and inherit affine structures from the total

space whose linear holonomy is L(hp).

The natural question which arises is: Does every map r : lRm -» Hl(-ni(F),]Rl) give rise to

an affine bundle ?

For every element 71 of TTI(B), the affine representations defined by the cocycles r(x) and

r(7i(x)) must be isomorphic.

Recall that we have defined a gauge group G of the representation L{hp) as follows: it is a

group of linear maps such that for every element Bg € G there is an automorphism g of TTI (F)

which satisfies

L{hF){g(1))=BgL{hF){1)B-1.

The group G acts on L{hp) one cocycles by setting

(B*gc)('y)=Bgc(g-1(1)).

Let 71 and 7 be respectively elements of -K\(M) and -KI{F). We have

The map

7 —> 7177F1

is an automorphism associated to the element of the gauge group i?7l. If 7J lies in -K\ (F) the

induced map on H1 (TTI(F),Ml) is trivial. We deduce a map

i : m(B) —> GliH^n^FlM1))

71 —> O*'(TI),

where 71 pulls back to 7̂  and ai'(7j) is the action of 7J on iJ1(7ri(.F),iR') induced by By.

We have r(Ayi(x) + ay) = [Byr(x)].

It follows that the following square is commutative

4- r
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The representation i allows also to construct a bundle over (B, V#) with typical fiber

H1(iri(F),Ml). We also denote by i this bundle. The map r can also be viewed as a section of

this bundle.

We will classify all affine bundles for a given representation i, and a map r such that each

r(x) defines an affine structure.

The map r defines a representation ir\(F) —> Aff(Mn) such that the quotient flln/iri(F)

is an affine bundle over Rm. We assume that for each 7 e ni(B), there is an element of

Aff{Rn/ivi{F)) which induces 1(7).

Let U be an open set of (B, Vg). We define the following sheaf of categories

U —»• C(U).

Where C{U) is the set of affine bundles such that the canonical bundle with typical fiber

H1(TTI(F),JR1) associated, is the restriction of i to U, and whose lifts on the universal cover

of U is the restriction of Rn/ivi{F) to it.

The sheaf of categories C is a gerbe with band Aff(JRn/ni(F))o, which denotes the sheaf

induced by the connected component of the affine automorphisms of JR"/TTI(JP) which pushes

forward on the identity of Mm.

Let us explain why the band is Aff(lRn/iri(F))o-

Consider a trivialisation of i,

HifaiF)!?) —> UiMJj x H

{x,y) —• (x,h

Here the Ui are connected open sets of affine charts. So we can restrict the bundle Mn/n\(F)

to each Ui. We denote by Uf this restriction.

To hij we associate an element hij of Aff(Uf) which pushes forward on the identity of Ui,

and gives rise to hij. The maps

h~k hijhjk

are the obstructions of the existence of an affine bundle associated to i and r.

Proposition 6.1. The map hijk = h~^hijhjk is an element of the restriction of Af f (Mn

to UiDUjDUk.

Proof.

We deduce this, from the fact that, the map h^k gives rise to the identity of H1(ni(F)1JRl),

since it is shown in [T2] that the set of affine automorphisms which commutes with the holonomy

of a compact and complete affine manifold is a cover of the connected component of its affine

automorphism group.

This is our classification theorem in the general case.
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Theorem 6.2. For each representation i and map r, there is a 2—Cech cocycle which

is the obstruction of the existence of an affine bundle associated to i and r. When it van-

ishes the set of isomorphisms classes of affine bundles are given by the orbit of elememt of

H1(B,Aff(Mn/iri(F))o) under a gauge group.
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